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 ). It's a pretty good download, and I'm actually waiting for his next release of Sims city 4 so I'll be able to try that one out. I'm
going to download this one again, and use it to see if I can't get a few people to play with my game with me. That would be

sweet. It's a shame that it's on the no CD section as I would love to have it on CD. But then again, everyone else seems to want it
on CD for some strange reason. "The brightest young thing for 2012, and my personal protégé." Played: Diablo III, The Elder

Scrolls V: Skyrim SteamID: DarkOnLyme "This game is one of those experiences that makes you forget the real world exists. -
Krilwood This new Sims 4 (US) is already available to download, but it's in the "No CD" version. I thought about using my copy

of Steam (Download button shows disabled) to activate the download (and the game) with my own key. So I downloaded the
ISO file (and the game), burned the image to a CD (including the activation key), and started the installation. However, I'm a bit
worried, as I've already forgotten my CD-key, and I don't want to lose all the games I already have installed (and their CD-keys).
Can anyone confirm that the new Sims 4 is available to download, and if so, is it possible to activate it with my own Steam-key?
Can someone confirm that the game was available for download? I logged into Steam yesterday and it said it was available for

download (and have it installed on my computer), but it's not showing in the list of games available. Also, if the game was
indeed available for download, and can be activated via Steam (like all the others), is there a way to download it, then burn it to

a CD to install (activate it) on the computer? Or do I just need to install the game normally? "The brightest young thing for
2012, and my personal protég 82157476af
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